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SYMPOSIUM 

Lisbon, November 2-3 2017 

Prize  “Cátedra Luis de Camoens UC3M” to the 

best presentation given by a Young researcher  

BASES 

1. The Catedra Luis de Camoens de la Universidad Carlos III de Madrid 
organizes a competition for Best Young Researcher Presentation given at the 
Symposium on Big Data in Finance, Retail and Commerce in Lisbon. The 
corresponding author of the best presentation will be awarded a prize of 500 
EURO. 

2. General Guidelines and Eligibility 

Participants, in order to be eligible for the Prize, must meet the following 
requirements: 

2.1 Not having reached the age of 35 on December 31, 2017, credited with a 
copy of the ID card.(*) 

2.2. The author must be developing a postgraduate training activity in a 
teaching center, research center, institution or company.  

This condition must be documented by the presentation of the corresponding 
certificate issued by the entity where the training activity is being carried out. 

2.3 Being the presenting author. 

2.4 To be registered in the symposium and to present orally the communication 
in one of the sessions of the symposium.  

2.5 Submission of a communication is held to imply that it is original and based 
on unpublished work. 

 

(*) Portuguese participants are not required to send a copy of their ID card since it is 

forbiden in Portugal.  

 



3. Registration 

Submit via the symposium website. In the email submission, please adhere to 
the following:  

3.1 Provide the full name of the presenting author. 

3.2  Attach communication title and full text. 

3.3 Authors should submit their communication to  
symposiumbigdata2017@gmail.com, no later than October 15th. The email 
submission should refer in the subject line "Premio Cátedra Luis Camoens" 

 

4. Prize Committee 

4.1 The Prize Committee consists of five members who are appointed by the 
President of the Local Organizing Committee and the President of the Scientific 
Committee. 

4.2 Members of the Prize Committee will attend contestants' presentations. 
Presentations will be judged on the following criteria: scientific content, standard 
of presentation and handling of questions. 

 

5. Prize 

5.1 The corresponding author of the best presentation will be awarded a prize of 
500 EURO. 

5.2 The Prize Committee announces the winning presentation during the 
closing ceremony. 

Important: the Prize may not be awarded 

 

6. Acceptance of competition's terms 

6.1 Submitting a presentation to participate in this competition implies 
acceptance of these conditions and the decisions of the Prize Committee, which 
may not be appealed. 

 

7. Protection of confidentiality and of intellectual property rights 

7.1 The content of the presentations, as well as all the data and documentation 
provided, will be absolutely confidential and of restricted access, and as such 
will be treated both by the organizers of the symposium and by the Prize 
Committee.  


